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Another Successful MCA Fall Convention!

J
Thanks to all of those who attended our most recent convention 
at the Marriott Washingtonian in Gaithersburg, Md. This year we 
offered DCs 15 Continuing Education hours. We were also able to 
offer CAs 8 hours of CE. The feedback from the attendees of this 
convention was wonderful. Typically, there are positive reviews but 
this particular convention created a steady stream of enthusiastic 
praise for the speakers. 

The weekend started-off on Friday with Dr. Alex Earl teaching us 
the Evolution of Active Care. People really enjoyed his program. 
Through evaluating the quality of movement as a baseline, we 
learned to establish objective measures for better patient compliance 
and patient outcomes.

On Saturday, we moved on to Dr. David Seaman who taught us 
about the relationship between diet and inflammation during his 
presentation "DeFlame your Patients with Diet and Supplements." 
Dr. Seaman also discussed "Cell Health and Cognitive Health" 
in place of Dr. Dan Johnston, who had been called-up for active 
military duty. We ended Saturday with Dr. Steve Conway. He taught 
us about "Medicare MACs" and outlined the interpretations of 
what documentation is required to establish medical necessity. The 
information he relayed will help chiropractors have greater success in 
managing Medicare cases.

On Sunday, the DCs closed-out the convention with Dr. Jeff 
McKinley who presented the Three 'Rs' of Patient Care: Reduce, 
Restore and Rehab. We learned to create a more efficient examination 
system, establish effective treatment protocols, and become a more 
confident provider. 

Dr. Jamey Schrier presented "How to Be a Standout Chiropractic 
Assistant" to the CAs. He shared tips on how to better communicate 
with the doctor, create a smooth patient workflow, and help the 
doctor in a positive, productive way.

The MCA President, Ronda Sharman, 
DC (on right in picture), presented Jim 
LeVan, DC (on left in picture) with the 
2017 President’s Award for his for his 
tireless work on revising the MCA Bylaws. 
Audie Klingler, DC received the Lifetime 
Achievement Award recognizing long 
term dedicated service to the chiropractic 
profession.  

Another exciting event at the convention 
was Foot Levelers’ presentation to our 
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association of a check for $1,500. We enjoy working in partnership 
with Foot Levelers as they continue to sponsor excellent speakers for 
us as well as participate in exhibiting at our conventions.

During the annual membership luncheon, the 
following doctors were elected for the 2018 
administrative year:

Officers
President  Paul Abosh, DC (pictured left)
1st Vice Pres. Mark Wells, DC
2nd Vice Pres. Josh Levin, DC
Secretary Nicole Ganz, DC 
Treasurer Don Hirsh, DC 

Directors
Louis Crivelli, DC
Adam Fidel, DC
Anthony Hardnett, DC

The other Director positions held by Drs. Jim LeVan, Howard Lewis 
and Tom Chaney were not up for election.

The MCA continuing education committee strives to provide 
high quality educational programs while fulfilling all educational 
requirements set forth by the Board of Examiners. We make a great 
effort to balance the programs with a mixture of topics and approaches 
so that we are able to satisfy the many interests and viewpoints of 
our members. The continuing education committee is always open 
to ideas for possible new exhibitors, sponsors for speakers, and 
speakers. If you have any ideas or suggestions, please e-mail Ronda 
Sharman, DC at rondasharman@msn.com or Tim McKenna at tim@
stringfellowgroup.net.
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Happy Fall, Happy Winter and Happy Holidays to all of you, my friends 
and fellow Chiropractors. I say “friends” because I truly do consider 
all of you my friends, my colleagues, my comrades in arms, my family.  
Personally, I am starting this year full of excitement and creative ideas 
for my life, and our association. One of our previous Presidents promoted 
the theme of the “Wolf Pack,” and more recently, we heard the theme 
of goals, vision and strategic planning. I fully support continuing those 

themes because I believe they ring true and are timeless, but I would like to add to that, and tie it 
together. Think of this concept; Unity, Strength in Numbers, a large, unified group with a unified 
vision and a clear, concise plan on how to achieve that vision! That is my goal, my vision, my 
dream for the MCA, for the next two years and beyond.  

Here is a request of each and every one of you – take just a little bit of time and set it aside each 
week for our profession, for your fellow Chiropractors, for their patients, for the 80% of Maryland 
citizens who currently aren’t receiving our care because they think they don’t need it, or can’t 
afford it, or don’t even know it’s available to them. How can I do this, you ask. Support the MCA.  
If you are a member, THANK YOU! If you are not a member, join us. If you know a colleague 
who is not a member, get them to join, or at least let me or someone else on the MCA board know 
so that we can reach out to them. “What are the benefits to joining? What’s in it for me or my 
colleague or my CA?” you may ask. Here is the answer – there are many benefits – too many to 
describe in the space I have for this article – and realistically speaking, each of us is going to see 
value is something different that the MCA offers – it is case specific. Talk to me, talk to another 
board member, and let’s find out what the MCA can offer YOU.   

Here is my promise to you. I promise that I, and every member of the board, will work tirelessly 
and diligently to listen to your concerns, and do the best to help you, and our profession thrive and 
get our message out of our unique and necessary care to as much of the 80% of the population that 
doesn’t utilize chiropractic currently, and to continue to make our care as accessible as possible. 
And that leads back to my vision of unity and strength in numbers. WE NEED MORE 
MEMBERS! We also need more docs contributing. Each one of you has something unique to 
contribute to our profession. Use your unique skills to help not just your practice, not just your 
patients, but also your Chiropractic family.  

I will “borrow” from a past report from our Past President, Dr. Ronda Sharman (I hope she will 
forgive me for “borrowing”)
1. Find one non-member and get them 

to join the MCA and/or come to a 
convention.

2. Commit to coming to at least one MCA 
convention a year...even better, two!

3. Donate something to CPAC.
4. Look into yourself and think of a way 

you can help the MCA. Is it input on 
a committee? An idea for a speaker? 
To volunteer attendance at a political 
event? If you think of something, 
e-mail me at pabosh@wm-hw.com. 

It is truly an honor to serve you. I hope 
together we can create an exceptional 
experience of practicing chiropractic in the 
great state of Maryland.

Sincerely,

President's Message

Paul Abosh, DC, CCSP, CCEP, CKTP
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Thanks to MCA 
Supporters

MCA has a Supporting Membership 
category for suppliers of goods and 
services. We encourage you to consider 
the following 2017 Supporting Members 
when making purchases. Support those 
that support YOU!

Anabolic Laboratories, Inc.
Bryan Miller 
410-296-7574

Foot Levelers, Inc.
Yolanda Davis

ReachLocal
Alan Moore

410-963-8226
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MCA Mentor Program
New Members and Licensees,

Welcome to Maryland! This is a great state to practice in and the Maryland Chiropractic Association would like to lend you a hand in 
getting you started. Below is a list of doctors with many years of experience who have volunteered to help with questions you may 
have along the way. Pick a name and make the call, MCA members help each other all the time. This is your chance to find out more 
about the MCA community. If you have questions about the Mentor Program or MCA in general, feel free to give me a call.

Dr. Jim LeVan
(301) 585-5350
Name                                                                         Phone #                                                                             Location
Paul Abosh                          (301) 523-6078                                          Pikesville, MD
Bill Boro                          (410) 266-5054                                          Annapolis, MD
Tom Chaney                          (410) 216-9180                                          Annapolis, MD
Neil Cohen                          (410) 656-8400                                          Essex, MD
Alan Cornfield                                        (301) 585-2225                                          Silver Spring, MD
Dennis Cuzzo                          (732) 547-2335                                          Pocomoke City, MD
Charles Descalzi                         (301) 942-2200                                          Silver Spring, MD
John DeMaio                          (410) 721-2222                                          Gambrills, MD 
Jeff Deschamps                                        (301) 663-8707                                          Frederick, MD
Paul Ettlinger                          (410) 356-9939                                          Owings Mills, MD
Adam Fidel                          (410) 484-5642                                          Pikesville, MD
Ilene Fidel                          (410) 358-0060                                          Park Heights, MD
Marc Gamerman                         (301) 797-3737                                          Hagerstown, MD
Nicole Ganz                          (301) 929-8301                                          Kensington, MD
Joel Goldwasser                                       (410) 882-0720                                          Baltimore, MD
Mark Goren                          (301) 949-0440                                          Kensington, MD
Jay Greenstein                          (301) 518-1006                                          Washington, DC
Paul Henry                          (410) 285-2600                                          Baltimore, MD
Don Hirsh                          (301) 490-2600                                          Laurel, MD
Ray Infanti                          (410) 573-5733                                          Annapolis, MD
Diane Kelly                          (410) 757-8989                                          Arnold/Annapolis, MD
Audie Klingler                                        (301) 777-0110                                          Cumberland, MD
James S. LeVan                                        (301) 585-5350                                          Silver Spring, MD
Marcia Levi                          (301) 362-5868                                          Laurel, MD
MaryAnn C. Ley                                                    (410) 628-9355              Timonium, MD
Thomas K. Lo                          (410) 721-3338                                          Crofton, MD
Karen McDermott                         (410) 257-7106                                          Prince Frederick, MD
Jack Murray Jr.                                        (301) 722-4400                                          Cumberland, MD
Michael Nelson                                        (410) 828-0900                                          Towson, MD
Mark Roberts                          (410) 931-2096                                          Nottingham, MD
Philip Romano                                        (301) 924-6444                                          Olney, MD
John Sampson                          (410) 213-0900                                          Ocean City, MD
Rick Schmitt                          (301) 717-7187                                          Annapolis, MD
Mahmoud Zia Shakeri                         (410) 213-1233                                          Ocean City, MD
Ronda Sharman                                       (301) 870-4277                                          Waldorf, MD
Al Sherry                          (410) 598-5721                                          Baltimore, MD
Alan Sokoloff                          (410) 766-4878                                          Glen Burnie, MD
Norman Spector                         (410) 249-3454                                          Baltimore, MD
Ronel Williams                                        (301) 334-3180                                          Mt. Lake Park, MD
Sean Williams                          (410) 213-1233                                          Ocean City, MD
Dan Wise                          (410) 592-7300                                          Phoenix, MD
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Barry Vogel, California

 “I’ve been around the claims people in this  

company for 20 years. I’ve been around the  

executives in this company for that long, as well. 

When they talk, they don’t talk about insurance 

issues when I’m with them. They talk about  

chiropractic. It is really a unique thing. They’re  

excited about chiropractic, and they’re excited 

about defending chiropractic.”
“executives . . .  
excited about  
chiropractic.”

Thomas Jensen, Minnesota

“We’re going to do what we need to do to  

defend our doctors. That is not the case with a 

lot of insurance companies who try to keep claim 

costs down…. The claims handlers at NCMIC 

are some of the most experienced people in this 

profession—people with decades of experience in  

handling claims just like yours. I don’t see how 

you can surpass NCMIC.”  

“claims  
handlers . . .  
the most  
experienced  
people in this  
profession.”

Jennifer Boyd Herlihy, Massachusetts  
and Rhode Island

“[At NCMIC] we work together to make sure we 

have every possible expert, every medical record …. 

We are going to take care of our doctors through 

trial, if necessary. I really do believe in their tagline 

that they take care of their own, because that’s  

what I’ve been seeing.” 

     “We work  
together . . .  
through trial,  
if necessary.”

                    Top Malpractice  
    Attorneys Recommend  
    NCMIC 

Why  

Why NCMIC? “We Take Care  
of Our Own.®” Hear more from  
our retained attorneys at
www.ncmic.com/whyncmic
Or call 800-769-2000, ext. 3120.
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The Opioid Epidemic
 A Pre-60 Minutes/Trump Nomination Pulled Q & A with Delegate Dan K. Morhaim, M.D.

By: Dr. Mark Shulman
Ironically, I am writing this article after hearing the withdrawal of 
Tom Marino for consideration to be the next head of the DEA, 
after the expose presented by 60 Minutes. 

As most of you are aware, there has been a tremendous increase 
in the abuse and addiction to prescription opioid medication over 
the last few years. My practice is mostly acute care and thus I 
have seen first-hand in my office patients that have been under 
the influence of such legal and most likely illegal opiates. I’d like 
to share one particular case that sticks out in my mind.

A female patient in her 40's came in for regular treatment. She 
was oriented to time and place, but her behavior as well as her 
gait told me that she was truly incapacitated. 

Due to this presentation, as well as my clinical judgement, I 
decided not to treat this type of patient until it is determined it is 
safe to do so. So, I had the patient sit in the waiting area while 
my staff would observe her. They reported to me as well as 
observing for myself, that the patient was borderline conscious 
and would nearly fall off the chair before righting herself up. 
Again, she knew her name and was oriented to time and place. 
However, I made the decision to call security first to see how they 
would handle the situation. They came very quickly and after 
assessing her along with me, I made the decision to call 911. The 
EMTs came pretty quickly, and after evaluating her, immediately 
gave her a double dose of Narcan. I never knew it is administered 
nasally. She didn't respond as quickly as they would like, so they 
transported her out on a gurney. She never came back and I hope 
she is receiving the treatment she so badly needs.

It is for this reason, as well as the documented cases in the media, 
combined with seeing patients on Oxcodone, Percocet, et.al, 
when being discharged from the ER, that motivated me to contact 
my House of Delegate representative, Dr. Dan Morhaim. My 
correspondence with his staff was to have a meeting to discuss 
what we can do in our chiropractic profession to combat this 
major societal problem. I invited MCA Chairman Dr. Louis 
Crivelli who joined me at this legislative office in Annapolis a 
few weeks ago. We had an introductory and productive meeting. 

Here are some of the Q & A that was discussed with him.

Question: "What are the legislators doing to deal with this very 
critical public health problem?"

Answer: "As you may know, I am still a practicing ER physician 
at Sinai Hospital and see many cases of patients coming in who 
are under the influence of opioids. We also see patients who 
are injured but don't have to be admitted, who request/demand 
prescribed opioids. I made a concerted effort with all the other 
ER docs in the area to only prescribe no more than three days 
worth of these types of drugs. This forces them to a least go to 
another MD where they will be examined to determine if they 
truly need these types of medications."

"Another approach I did was about 15 years ago was to have a 
task force on this very problem. It was summarily ignored."

Question: "What is your suggestion as what we can do to help 
in bringing alternative treatment before patients have to turn to 
opioids?”

Answer: "I would suggest you get in touch with Med Chi as well 
as other non-medically oriented groups in order to formulate a 
common approach to deal with this problem. I am aware of the 
insurance companies trying to steer prescriptions for opiates, 
because they are cheaper than most NSAIDS. This has to stop."

In conclusion, I want to thank Dr. Crivelli for his help and 
guidance in steering me through this meeting. 
Our contributions to the PAC really do make a difference! As 
a follow-up, if anyone is interested to help form a committee 
to organize how to contact Med Chi and other non-medical 
organizations to see how we can work together to help eradicate 
this problem, please feel free to contact the MCA or me directly 
at: LShul21721@aol.com.

Together we can help tackle this epidemic. Looking forward to 
hearing from you.

Join the MCA Listserv
This is a reminder for you to take advantage of a 
member benefit; the MCA ListServ. The ListServ is 
a convenient membership tool to find advice from 
your peers concerning business operations, insurance, 
equipment, record keeping, etc. The MCA has a 
diverse and knowledgeable membership that you can 
access for clinical, research, business and political 
issues.

The ListServ is open to all members of the MCA. 
The link below will direct you to the sign-up site and 
also provides the rules for using the ListServ. The list 
is password protected and has dedicated servers so 
that your e-mail address is safe from spammers and 
viral problems. Al Sherry, DC and Tim McKenna, 
CAE carefully monitor the ListServ to make sure 
communications are on the up-and-up, and civil.

If you haven’t already signed on to the ListServ go to  
ww3.chirolists.com/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/
mca-chirolist, which will let you subscribe, and will give 
you further information.
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Prior to DD Palmer discovering chiropractic, he was a magnetic 
healer and his treatment focus was inflammation reduction(1). 
In 1914, he wrote a book chapter entitled “Inflammation,” and 
stated that inflammation was involved with all acute and chronic 
conditions(2). I was unaware of this until after my interest in 
chronic inflammation was already established. 

What began to convince me that inflammation should be a 
treatment focus was information I learned in 1987 during 
a postgraduate class taught by Dr. Barry Wyke, a British 
neuroscientist and friend of the chiropractic profession. He 
explained that nociceptors were activated by a host of chemical 
mediators of inflammation, which I recognized as being related 
to diet. 

For the next several years, I spent time collecting articles and 
studying the various mediators and their dietary connections. 
Most notable back in the late 1980’s were the omega-6 fatty 
acids and their conversion into pro-inflammatory prostaglandins 
and leukotrienes. More recently, researchers identified the 
mechanisms of how eating overeating 
refined sugar, flour, oils, and salt 
would lead to an over-production of 
the various inflammatory eicosanoids 
and cytokines. 

By 2002, I collected enough 
information to write a scientific 
paper on the topic of diet and 
inflammation. The article was entitled 
The diet-induced proinflammatory 
state: a cause of chronic pain and 
other degenerative diseases?, which 
was published in JMPT(3). It turns out that my paper was the first 
scientific article published that hypothesized a fashion by which 
diet could induce a state of chronic inflammation. 

There were only two other scientific articles published at 
that time that considered the relationship between diet and 
inflammation; one being about caloric restriction(4), and the 
other about how nutrition could influence acute inflammation 
after injury(5). In fact, so little was published in 2002 or earlier, 
that in 2005, when researchers from Harvard University sought 
to identify a possible relationship between diet and C-reactive 
protein levels, they had only our three papers to cite as evidence 
that diet could drive inflammation(6). In other words, from a 
scientific publication perspective, the anti-inflammatory diet had 
its origins within the chiropractic profession. 

It is now commonplace to read, listen, and watch health care 
professionals discuss the diet-inflammation connection. Since 
I have spent the last 30 years studying this topic, my vantage 
point on this is somewhat unique. What I mean is that the 
nutrition-inflammation connection is straightforward and I 
continue to witness it be confused by non-scientific newcomers 
to the area for whom inflammation is essentially a buzzword. 

Most of what I see on the news and internet about diet and 
inflammation misses an essential point. Chronic inflammation 
is incorrectly presented in a fashion that it can be “cured” by 
coconut oil, chia seeds, resveratrol, or a magical potion of some 
variety…it does not work that way. 

Chronic inflammation is an unhealthy “physiological state of 
being.” In other words, over time, due to stressing out, sleeping 
poorly, not exercising, and overeating, the body “transforms” 
into an inflammatory state(3,7,8). Depending on which organ/
tissue suffers most, symptoms will begin to appear that leads 

Chiropractic Origins of the Anti-Inflammatory Diet  
By: David R. Seaman, DC, MS

to the labeling of the chronic inflammatory state with a name, 
such as osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, tendinosis, disc herniation, 
diabetes, widespread pain, depression, fatty liver, heart disease, 
Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and cancer(3,7,8). 

From the perspective of nutrition, the inflammation issue is most 
associated with regularly overeating. Exceeding caloric needs 
from any food leads to inflammation. In other words, the body 
perceives overeating as “injurious,” which is why I often use the 
term “dietary trauma” to put overeating into clinical perspective.

To be sure, no one overeats vegetation calories. Some outliers 
may overeat animal product calories, however, the primary source 
of excess calories comes from refined sugar, flour, and omega-6 
oils, which is often heavily salted.  The overconsumption of these 
refined calories is why more than two thirds of the US population 
is overweight or obese. Shockingly, the average American gets 
almost 60% of their totally calories from refined calories that 
contains virtually no nutrients. This pattern of eating will create 
systemic inflammation that may concentrate in various body 

regions, such as joints, gut, brain, heart, 
pancreas or other organ/tissue, which 
leads to disease labeling as mentioned 
above. 

No matter which tissue/organ suffers 
from chronic inflammation, the 
nutritional approach should be the 
same and this approach should not be 
complicated save for the extremely 
rare outlier scenarios that rarely enter 
a chiropractic office. Refined calories 
have no place in the human diet. They 

should be replaced by vegetation – vegetables, fruit, nuts, roots/
tubers, and legumes…it is that simple(7). 

Supplementation can also be straightforward and essentially 
the same no matter the name given to the area of chronic 
inflammation(7). Fish oil, magnesium, and vitamin D should form 
the foundational application of supplementation for inflammation 
reduction. Additional supplements that have anti-inflammatory 
functions include coenzyme Q10, lipoic acid, ginger, turmeric, 
garlic, white willow bark, proteolytic enzymes, iodine,  
and probiotics. 
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Dr. Seaman is an adjunct faculty member at Logan College of 
Chiropractic. He is also a consultant for Anabolic Laboratories. 
He has authored many articles on the topic of diet, inflammation, 
and pain. His most recent book written for laypeople is entitled 
The DeFlame Diet. 
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Chronic inflammation is incorrectly 
presented in a fashion that it can 
 be “cured” by coconut oil, chia 
seeds, resveratrol, or a magical 

potion of some variety…it does not 
work that way.
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The single most effective way to make life easier for your staff is to 
adopt a simple financial policy in your clinic. 

When they know exactly when and how they can offer discounted 
fees to your patients, you eliminate all the confusion. The financial 
conversations with patients get easier, your practice is protected 
and the bottom line grows.

To download a free editable one-page financial policy, 
visit ChiroHealthUSA.com/Policy

Here’s why I’m part of the 
Network that Works for Chiropractic...

1-888-719-9990
chirohealthusa.com

info@chirohealthusa.com

Join us.

“As a clinic staffer, the last thing 
I needed was one more thing to do. 
But ChiroHealthUSA is the one thing that has 
made all the difference. Nothing could be easier.”

Stacey Whipkey
Office Manager 

Melilli Chiropractic & Rehab Center 
Clearwater, FL



With the recent wildfires in the Northwest U.S. and the destruction 
left by hurricanes Harvey Irma, and Maria, providers are left 
wondering how to maintain a compliant office while facing the 
wrath of mother nature. Every office should have a contingency 
plan in the event of a natural disaster. Here are a few things you can 
do to stay safe and compliant in the face of catastrophe.

1. Data Backup: Document in detail the process for backing 
up the data in your office, including the third-party vendor 
that you use for data backup, where the data is stored, and 
the frequency at which your data is backed up. You should 
also include your process for confirming successful backups 
and the steps you take in the event a backup has failed. Your 
third-party vendor should also have a process for protecting 
this data in the event of a disaster. Many vendors duplicate 
data in multiple datacenters spread around the country. 
Request in writing how your information is protected. And 
from personal experience in my clinic unrelated to a natural 
disaster, one more step is critical. We all assume the backup 
is restorable when the fact is you don’t know it is unless 
you have tested it. So, whether you handle your own backup 
process or outsource it, make sure you perform periodic 
restore functions to confirm your backups are functional and 
restorable.

2. Emergency Plan: Every business owner should have a written 
emergency plan in place and review it with their staff at least 
annually. Your plan should include what to do and where to go 
in the event of a fire or tornado. Set out procedures to follow 
if you must evacuate due to a disaster. It should include plans 
for how and when you will decide to re-open for business 
following an emergency, how you will communicate with 
your employees and patients before and after an emergency 
situation, and how you will let your employees know when 
and how to report to work. FEMA offers a great resource 
on creating an emergency plan for your business at https://
www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/89506. In the 
military, the term “JUMP BAG” has been used in the past, 
meaning if you had to get out of your office an emergency, 
what would you grab or already have in your jump bag that 
might help you get back to normal as soon as possible. 

3. Conducting Business After a Disaster: Define the process for 
running your business after a disaster situation. Recently, we 
received calls from several of our clinics that had opened their 
doors even though they were still without power following 
Hurricane Irma. What are your policies and procedures for 
maintaining critical business functions if you were to be open 
without power? How do you document the services provided? 
How would you collect payments? Are additional security 
measures needed? Depending on the disaster, your ability to 
open your practice and the services you provide could vary. 
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Maintaining a Compliant Practice During  
a Natural Disaster 

By: Dr. Ray Foxworth, Medical Compliance Specialist and President of ChiroHealthUSA.

4. Training and Testing. 1-2 times annually, during a team  
meeting, test your emergency plan. Determine what items 
were left out, what services can and cannot be provided if, for 
instance, you were without power. How would you access your 
patient information? Consider an on-site backup generator, 
even a small one that could at least run your computers or other 
critical equipment. How would you document a patient visit and 
what are the policies for storing this information until power is 
restored? Who is responsible, and in what time frame, should 
this information be entered into your software system? Your 
team should feel confident and comfortable when it  
comes to running your office during, and following, an 
emergency situation. 

5. Documentation. Create documentation that outlines all the 
above, including your training and testing dates. Include the 
results from training and testing, and any modifications that 
were made as a result. Include names and contact information 
for third-party vendors responsible for information backup and 
your software. Include a list of all the systems in your office and 
in what order they should be restored. Some systems are more 
critical than others when it comes to running your practice.

Some parts of the country are more susceptible to natural disasters 
than others, however, but prepare for them nevertheless. Several 
years ago, when Katrina hit the coast of Mississippi, many 
businesses in our area were unprepared when the capital city of 
Jackson and surrounding areas found themselves without power and 
gasoline. Although your business may not be located at ground zero, 
don’t assume that you won’t be affected. At the time of this article, 
we had been notified of one organization raising money to assist 
those affected by Hurricane Harvey. If you would like to support 
these efforts, a link has been provided below. Other chiropractic state 
associations in states affected by wildfires, hurricanes and floods, 
may have similar efforts underway. Please support the recovery of 
our colleagues in those hard-hit areas in any way you can. 

Chiropractors Helping in Relief Operations (C.H.I.R.O) Hurricane 
Harvey Assistance in Texas:  
https://teca.memberclicks.net/c-h-i-r-o-harvey

Dr. Ray Foxworth is a certified Medical Compliance Specialist 
and President of ChiroHealthUSA. A practicing Chiropractor, he 
remains “in the trenches” facing challenges with billing, coding, 
documentation and compliance. He has served as president of the 
Mississippi Chiropractic Association, former Staff Chiropractor at 
the G.V. Sonny Montgomery VA Medical Center and is a Fellow 
of the International College of Chiropractic. You can contact Dr. 
Foxworth at 1-888-719-9990, info@chirohealthusa.com or visit the 
ChiroHealthUSA website at www.chirohealthusa.com. 



*This list includes all donations between November 1, 2016 - November 1, 2017

Delegate ($100 - $364)
Dr. Paul Abosh
Dr. Kathryn Alexander
Dr. Russell Antico
Dr. Raymond Barry
Dr. Chad Blaker 
Dr. Keen Blaker
Dr. Joanne Bushman
Dr. Maria Louisa Carey
Dr. Samuel Charles
Dr. Enid Cruise-Brooks 
Dr. Stewart Falk 
Dr. Richard Fidanza 
Dr. Adam Fidel 
Dr. Ilene Fidel 
Dr. Robert Frieman
Dr. Nicole Ganz
Dr. Gary Grimsley
Dr. Marc Gulitz
Dr. Randy Hallman 
Dr. Paul Henry 
Dr. Donald Hirsh
Dr. Brandon Hollenberg 
Dr. John Jennings

Dr. Ross Kennard
Dr. Daniel Kraus 
Dr. Joshua Levin 
Dr. Steven Lipschutz
Dr. Peter Mellon
Dr. Jack Murray
Dr. Jonathan Nou
Dr. Brian Paris
Dr. Starr Parsons
Dr. Jerry Radas
Dr. Robert Reier
Dr. Anthony Ricci 
Dr. Mark Roberts
Dr. Scott Samson
Dr. Richard Santangelo
Dr. Mark Shulman
Dr. Mitchell Silverman
Dr. Young-Sung Song
Dr. Charles Thorn
Dr. Jeffrey Wallace 
Dr. Ronel Williams 
Dr. Mohammad Yousefi
Dr. Mahmoud Zai-Shakeri

Member ($25-99)
Dr. R. Reeve Askew
Dr. Lisa Bailes 
Dr. Chris Brandolini
Dr. Steven Clark
Dr. Robin Cohl
Dr. Lisa Beth Hepfer
Dr. Alicia Kovach

Dr. Brian Krupinsky
Dr. Blaise LaVorgna 
Dr. John Levin
Dr. Giuseppe Nunnari
Dr. Larry Plotkin
Dr. Robert Poane
Dr. Thomas Shaw
Dr. Karen Thomas

President 
($1,000 or more)

Dr. John DeMaio
Dr. Keith Scott

 

Governor 
($500 - $999)

 
Dr. Thomas Chaney
Dr. Neil B. Cohen
Dr. Paul Ettlinger

Dr. Michael Fedorczyk
Dr. Anthony Hardnett 

Dr. John Kibby
Dr. Gregory Lewis

Senator ($365 - $499)
 

Dr. Frank Alfano 
Dr. Eric Fisher

Dr. David Fishkin
Dr. John Koloski
Dr. James LeVan
Dr. Ian Newman

Dr. Thomas Schreppler

I thank everyone on this list for their generous support of the PAC and our profession. The PAC represents the interests of all of 
Maryland’s Chiropractors, CAs and chiropractic patients. The legislative committee has also been working with our legislators to 
advance the cause of chiropractic care in Maryland. They are working with our regulatory and government affairs firm of J. William 
Pitcher, and our legal counsel, Marc Cohen. They are working to protect patient and provider rights. Many Maryland Chiropractors 
do not support the PAC or our association. If you are receiving the benefits without supporting the association or the PAC, please 
reconsider. If you have any questions; reach out. You can contact me at nbcohen@spinesportscenter.com.  Thanks.
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Seeking a chiropractor to join a medical practice Growing MD/DC practice looking for a full-time DC to help treat patients and get 
them out of pain. Great mix of chronic pain and post-op rehab patients. Will get to learn under chiro’s and medical doctors that have been 
helping people for several decades in the Baltimore area. Knowledge of post-op rehab and how to manage chronic conditions a plus, but 
will teach the correct candidate. Base, bonus, CE's, etc provided! Great long term growth potential. Email: info@thepaindrs.com.

Supervising Chiropractor Wanted Supervising Chiropractor needed for Mon-Fri. Must be able to handle high volume office. Paid 
holiday, vacation, bonuses and insurance options available. CJBTherapy@aol.com.

10 or 100 patients per day? I've got You COVERED Vacation, overbooked schedule, or medical emergency? Do you close the office, 
or hire a Locum? But not just any Locum. You want the COVERAGE DOC who's been treating patients for over 31 years, and knows 
how to handle a high risk HA patient, even in the heat of a fast paced patient rush...effective diagnostics with hands-on skill. Supervisor 
Chiropractor w/PT. Excellent service at affordable rates. Will Travel. Call or text Dr Joe Nunnari 240-731-0264 or drjoe.dc@comcast.net.

Marketing your Chiropractic Practice I'm available to your practice to assist in marketing to new or potential patients. I can handle 
all of your Facebook posts, teach you how to market to physicians and other referral sources, and more. I have 13 years experience in 
pharmaceutical and referal marketing in the Maryland area. Please call Andy at 410-375-8671 to discuss.

Reduce your overhead - share office space Well established practice in Rockville, MD looking to share office space. 1800 sf with 4 
private treatment rooms, open reception/waiting area, fully equipped rehab area and kitchenette available to share. Located right off 270 
Shady Grove Rd exit. Email drjpark@gmail.com for inquiries.

Chiropractor Needed Chiropractor with great communication and knowledgeable skills is needed. The ideal candidate for this position 
must be PT Privileged. Our facility offers a base and percentage salary. If you are interested to join our team please contact me directly 
via Email or phone. Our office is located in Annapolis, Maryland. Thank you, Dr. Hamidi (301)-928-8508 tlcchiroannapolis@gmail.com.

Associate Position- Baltimore, MD Full-time Associate/Clinic Director position in busy, well-established Baltimore (Perry Hall) 
practice available immediately. Competitive salary. Please email CV to admnfd@aol.com.

Seeking a great DC to join our awesome practice Successful and thriving practice seeking a full-time DC to join our established 
multi-disciplinary office. Great balance of family care, pregnancy, pediatrics, personal injury and sports work. Collaborative working 
environment with Acupuncture and Massage. DC should have great bedside manner, be motivated, and good adjustor. Base salary plus 
commission, malpractice, health, retirement, CE’s all covered. Long-term growth potential. Email:docchiro21@yahoo.com.

Medical Emergency, Maternity Leave, Patient Over Load? Whether from 15 patients per day to 15 patients per hour, I've GOT 
YOU COVERED! With over 31 years private practice and locum EXPERIENCE, I know how to handle a high risk HA or a Hot Low 
Back, even in the heat of a fast-paced patient rush. I combine quick, effective diagnostics with precise hands-on, multi-technique 
skill. Supervisor w/PT. Will Travel. Affordable rates = Excellent service. Get your custom quote today: Call or text Dr Joe Nunnari 
240-731-0264 or drjoe.dc@comcast.net.

Chiropractor Needed. Purchase Opportunity. Looking for A Committed Chiropractor who is interested in buying out our clinic within 
the Next 5 years. We will treat you as a valuable player with skin in the game. 34 Year old Practice in NW Baltimore. 2 weeks paid 
vacation, paid holidays, 401K, Health, dental, life and malpractice insurance. Call Dr. J 410-456-5326.

Amazing Associate Opportunity in Columbia, MD Immediate opening for an energetic Doctor of Chiropractic to join our team. 
Position includes base salary + bonus opportunity. Columbia was ranked the #1 place to live by Money magazine in 2016 and boasts 
some of the best school systems in the state. Come join our team and see all the wonderful things Columbia has to offer. For more info 
email: chirospecialist@gmail.com.

Front Desk Assistant/Chiropractic Assistant Health conscious energetic person to run the front desk. Full-time in Northwest Baltimore 
City. Experience preferred. Good benefits send resume to Fidel Integrated Medical Solutions DrAdam@FidelChiropractic.com Fax 
410-484-5541.

Chiropractic Associate Immediate opening for highly motivated, energetic, positive, friendly and compassionate "people person" with 
an entrepreneurial spirit, excellent communication, people, leadership and adjusting skills. This individual is also confident in marketing 
him/herself and the practice demonstrating nothing less than excellence in managing patient care with confidence and compassion. Email 
your Resume to Kerry@charneychiropractic.com.

Clinic Directors Wanted Busy and expanding Chiropractic and Rehabilitation practice is looking to add licensed or soon to be licensed 
Chiropractors with PT privileges to join our team. If you are looking to learn and grow your clinical and patient skills than you may 
qualify for this opportunity. We are looking for Doctors to help manage our current patient volume and to continue our expansion. To 
learn more please forward your CV to backdoc96@aol.com or call 410-446-2788.

Classifieds
To place a classified ad in the MCA Journal please fill out the appropriate form on the classifieds section of the MCA website. The cost for a 50-word ad is $20 
for MCA members for two months (4 months for $30) or $30 for two months for non-members. Classifieds are listed below from newest posted to oldest posted.

Continued on following page...



Chiropractor S.M.A.R.T. Medical and Rehab Therapy - Bowie Office Seeking Associates of Chiropractic, licensed in Maryland w/PT 
privileges. This is for a busy multi-office practice that is energetic, motivated and has good manual adjusting skills. Competitive base 
salary w/significant bonus package for practice growth. Competitive Salary + Bonus Contact 301-585-2225.

Staff Chiropractor We are seeking a Chiropractor for a full time position at our Wilmington DE office. Candidates must be highly 
motivated and hard working. competitive salary with incentives offered. Please respond to MUMEDDE@gmail.com.

New Doc? Great Opportunity - Share Space Bethesda Excellent opportunity for new practitioner to start own practice with little 
overhead. Beautiful office in heart of downtown Bethesda on Wisconsin Avenue is available to share. Current doctor is only using the 
space 3 half days per week. Office is fully equipped. Ample parking available. Email: docbeech@gmail.com for details.

Associate Chiropractor Growing clinic in Severna Park, Maryland looking for a Associate Chiropractor with great Diversified, 
kinesthetic and communication skills, along with a Maryland license with supervisory and PT privileges. Offering competitive base 
salary with incentive bonuses, vacation, malpractice and license renewal. Simple IRA with company match after one year. Please email 
resume to DrK@kennardchiropracticandpt.com.

Full time CA needed Energetic Licensed CA needed for practice in Baltimore. Excellent salary plus vacation, sick pay, paid license 
renewal fees and health benefits. Must be able to do some front desk work plus patient care. Come join our team!  Please Email resume 
and copy of license to renee@kramerchiropractic.net.

Part-Time Certified CA/Front desk Certified CA is needed in our Annapolis office on Thursdays with other flexible hours, including 
front desk fill in January and February M, W, Th, and Fri. Please send letter of introduction and resume with salary requirements to 
mddiscinstitute@hotmail.com.

CHIROPRACTOR Comprehensive PAIN MANAGEMENT practice seeking Chiropractor with Physical Therapy privileges to be a 
part of our Comprehensive, Multidisciplinary Pain Management team. Located in White Marsh / Rosedale, Maryland. Very close and 
convenient to I-695, I-95, and the White Marsh Mall. Please fax resume to (410)687-3805 or email to tyeager.martinezmd@comcast.net.

ASSOCIATE WANTED Currently available full-time position for a chiropractor to join an integrated practice. Join our staff of 3 chiros 
along with the rest of our medical team providing a very holistic multi-discipline approach to patient care. This is an opportunity to be 
on the cutting edge of health care services provided in a setting that emphasizes a traditional approach to health and wellness. Salary 
plus bonus, CEU, malpractice included. Call 410-440-8857 or email at COHEN79@aol.com.

Practice for Sale Waldorf, MD-Fully furnished and equipped 1550 sq. ft. office adjacent to 2 busy medical complexes with plenty of 
parking. Averages 2200 patient visits and 40 new patients per year with a 3 day a week schedule. 6 patient rooms with Interferential, 
muscle stimulation, diathermy, Anamotor traction and Flexion-Distraction tables. Great turn-key opportunity for graduate doctor and 
growth potential. Contact at tmkline10@gmail.com.

Chiropractor Association Position Chiropractor position available in a modern upscale office in Montgomery County, strong 
chiropractic and communication skills along with a Maryland license with supervisory and PT designations are required. We offer 
competitive salary and benefits and a great work environment. Please email nextgendc@yahoo.com.

Associate Chiropractor / Full or Part Time Fantastic opportunity for a caring, motivated Chiropractor with PT/Supervisor privileges 
and positive energy/attitude for a full or part-time position. Very high pay, bonuses, paid vacation, health benefits, retirement accounts, 
paid continuing ed, malpractice, license fees and much more, plus possible future partnership buy-in/out. We look forward to meeting 
you! Please forward resume/CV to Dr.Scott.Rudick@gmail.com and/or call (301)385-2779.

X-Ray, Processor and Duplicating Machine Complete X-Ray room equipment. Bennett HF q300 unit vintage 1993, just passed 
inspection. Late model MiniMed processor and Film Duplicator. All work great. Excellent for replacement equipment or for a new 
practitioner. $7,000 for all. Please call Dr. Hughes #410-627-8397.

Associate Chiropractor Needed Associate Chiropractor Needed - Full time 
Supervisory DC with PT privileges needed to join rapidly growing practice 
in Nottingham, MD. Competitive base salary (based on experience) with 
incentives, including bonus, paid malpractice insurance, license renewal, 
continuing education, and more. E-mail pabosh@wmhealthwellness.com 
for more information.

OC, Maryland Practice For SALE Chiro100 is the only practice IN OC. 
Maintenance practice and turnkey operation. $30,000 OBO. Membership/
cash practice with  low overhead, $500 per month and no liabilities. 
June gross, $7,600.00  98% profit. Located in a Gym with unlimited 
potential. Contact: Dr. Carey N. Sigafoose at Chiro100oc@gmail.com or 
443-966-5411.

Office Manager Thriving Chiropractic, Back Rehab and Wellness Practice 
in Newport News, VA Seeks Experienced Dr. Of Chiropractic. Our ideal 
associate has a minimum of 2-5 years experience: is a highly motivated, 
energetic, positive, friendly “people person” with an entrepreneurial spirit, 
communication, leadership and adjusting skills capable of demonstrating 
excellence in managing patient care with confidence and compassion. Email 
your CV with a recent photo to Kerry@CharneyChiropractic.com.

Classifieds
Continued from previous page
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Gold Sponsor 
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